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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging concept comprising a wide ecosystem of
interconnected devices and services. These technologies collect, exchange and process data in order
to dynamically adapt to a specific context. IoT is tightly bound to cyber-physical systems and, in
this respect, has relevant security implications. A need for IoT security guidelines was identified
by the industry in the early 2010s. While numerous institutions across the globe have proposed
recommendations with a goal to help developers, distributors and users to ensure a secure IoT
infrastructure, a strict set of regulations for IoT security is yet to be established. In this paper, we aim
to provide an overview of security guidelines for IoT proposed by various organizations, and evaluate
some of the existing technologies applied to ensure IoT security against these guidelines. We gathered
recommendations proposed by selected government organizations, international associations and
advisory groups, and compiled them into a set of the most common and important considerations,
divided into eight categories. Then we chose a number of representative examples from IoT security
technologies and evaluated them against these criteria. While none of the examined solutions fulfill
all recommendations on their own, the existing technologies introduced by those solutions could be
combined to create a design framework which satisfies all the requirements of a secure IoT device.
Further research on this matter could be beneficial. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
comprehensive survey to evaluate different security technologies for IoT device security against the
compilation of criteria based on existing guidelines.

Keywords: cybersecurity; IoT; data protection; SoC

1. Introduction

The present day is a time of unprecedented rapid technology development and the
growth of the Internet. The majority of citizens in developed countries are not only
smartphone users, but also surround themselves with intelligent devices such as various
sensors, smart home appliances or CCTV cameras. These objects, which are capable of
collecting, processing and exchanging data via various networks (also without human
intervention), make up the Internet of Things (IoT). Researchers estimate that there were
12 billion IoT devices active in 2020 and this number will at least double within five
years [1,2]. Unfortunately, people often focus only on the benefits of using IoT devices and
tend to underestimate the risks.

Many IoT devices are deployed without sufficient security measures and can be
easily exploited by more or less sophisticated attacks [3] with a significant impact on both
individuals and society. Remote hijacking of a Jeep on the St. Louis highway is a well-
publicized example of a personal IoT security breach [4]. White hat hackers in cooperation
with a brave journalist acting as “the victim”, were not only able to manipulate car interiors
(display, sound system, air conditioning), but also control the engine and brakes—elevating
the severity of the incident from a prank to a potentially fatal attack. On the other end of
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the danger spectrum are hostile actions that affect nationwide systems. Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) attacks from Mirai malware-based botnets (consisting of thousands of
compromised IoT devices) that targeted Internet service providers in France and the USA
are a good example of this [5–7].

The original IoT paradigm is changing and system architectures are becoming increas-
ingly edge-focused, moving processing of the data collected by sensors from the cloud
into closer edge nodes (fog computing [8–10]) in order to reduce latency and required
bandwidth. More and more, applications are expecting IoT nodes to be resilient to network
connectivity issues, which means that IoT devices have to retain more intelligence and
operation capabilities by themselves. The need for advanced data analysis is driving IoT
device implementations in the direction of the entire System-on-Chip (SoC) [11], which
consists of multiple interfaces, analog/digital circuits, memories and CPUs running highly
functional operating systems, such as Linux. All in all, the attack surface of such highly
sophisticated and functional IoT devices has increased greatly.

Many papers have been presented on the subject of IoT security. For instance,
Mahmoud et al. [12] in 2015 discussed the security of a robust IoT network, with divi-
sion into layers (perception, network and application). The authors listed a number of
threats and attacks to which such a system is susceptible and, more importantly, raised
concerns about existing major gaps in addressing basic security, for example, privacy and
confidentiality. In 2019, Mohamad Noor and Hassan published a survey on IoT security
research in the years 2016–2018 [13]. The conclusion was far from optimistic, since not
much had improved over the years. Similarly, layers were insufficiently secured and
not enough effort was put into ensuring comprehensive endpoint security. The rapid
growth of IoT technologies was inevitably followed by an equally fast-paced growth of
attacks. Insufficient focus on security allowed for the development of new, inventive
ways of exploitation. Alladi et al. [14] in 2020 published a case study on vulnerabilities
present in consumer devices. Their findings indicate that not only do the manufacturers
often neglect proper protection of their devices but also that the users are unaware of the
threats posed by, for example, a wireless scale that is in their bathroom. Consequently,
many organizations noticed the IoT security problem and took steps to tackle it. Over the
last decade, a number of them published documents discussing the importance of secure
IoT and proposing guidelines. Some of these recommendations present a very detailed
approach, from the design process to the user experience; others focus on just a part of the
IoT device’s life cycle.

Our work concentrates mainly on hardware and software design and some aspects of
later stages of IoT device functioning, such as updating or event logging. The goal of this
paper is to analyze how existing solutions for trusted computing, especially dedicated for
IoT devices, adhere to these recommendations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses our motivation
and related work on the subject matter. In Section 3, security guidelines for IoT proposed
by various organizations are gathered and compiled into a set of the most common and
important. Section 4 contains the analysis of existing technologies addressing IoT security.
We chose a number of representative examples and evaluated them against the criteria
formulated in Section 3. Finally, Section 5 discusses the results and Section 6 concludes
this paper.

2. Motivation and Related Work

IoT security can be analyzed from multiple angles and numerous publications on the
subject are available. As a term, IoT is sometimes used to describe particular solutions,
often from different ends of the technology spectrum requiring a specific approach to
the subject, while sometimes it represents a general concept. The discussion ranges from
security problems of specific technologies, such as RFID networks [15], through solutions
of growing popularity, such as blockchain, machine learning or artificial intelligence [16],
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to innovative propositions such as moving target defense [17], aiming at more elaborate
structures, such as IoT networks.

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2020 published a document
that focuses on defining an IoT device cybersecurity capability core baseline [18]. NIST
describes the core baseline as a minimal set of capabilities that an IoT device should be
equipped with so that it supports common cybersecurity controls. Advanced security
schemes can be built on this basis. However, NIST does not provide advice on how it
should be achieved. We decided that this was an interesting perspective and further
research on the matter would be beneficial, especially for manufacturers and developers.
As a first step, we conducted a literature search and checked whether other organizations
provide guidelines regarding IoT device security. Secondly, we examined whether existing,
state-of-the-art technologies can be utilized to fulfill the requirements.

We came across multiple survey articles regarding aspects of IoT, from wide-ranging
analysis of an entire IoT system [19], to works focusing on protocols [20,21], IoT platforms [22]
and frameworks, based on contemporary, commercial examples [23]. In each of these papers,
security was considered but the emphasis was rather on existing issues and challenges of
discussed solutions, instead of means of protection. To the best of our knowledge, no surveys
focusing specifically on IoT device security capabilities were available.

Additionally, we researched surveys on IoT security. Our findings showed that
the focus of the published work is again more on the challenges than on the solutions.
For instance, Macedo et al. in 2019 [24] provided a systematic literature review focused on
defining four main aspects of IoT security—authentication, access control, data protection
and trust. Their work is addressed to manufacturers, developers, consumer and providers
of IoT. Interestingly, the authors recognized a lack of reference architectures to develop
secure IoT solutions. Nonetheless, the paper does not present existing guidelines and
a link to state-of-the-art technologies. Abdul-Ghani and Konstantas [25] in their work
provide an overview of several documents regarding the best practices for securing IoT,
published by renowned organizations, such as the Broadband Internet Technical Advisory
Group (BITAG) or the IoT Security Foundation (IoTSF). They also recognize the need
for standardized security and privacy guidelines for IoT. In contrast to our approach,
the analyzed guidelines are not confronted with existing commercial solutions.

Finally, we investigated the availability of articles presenting an overview of contem-
porary solutions, which could be applicable for securing IoT. In their paper published
in 2018, Maene et al. [26] gathered over ten different technologies, dedicated to trusted
computing. Similarly to our work, they are compared against a set of criteria. However,
these criteria are based on capabilities offered by analyzed solutions, rather than existing
guidelines. Even though the trusted computing solutions discussed in this article can, in
some cases, be successfully used for IoT applications, there are other technologies catered
specifically for this purpose that are in our opinion worth considering.

3. Security Recommendations for Internet of Things

With the number of connected IoT devices growing bigger each year, the question
of security has become crucial. The threats and risks related to IoT devices, systems and
services are manifold, and evolve rapidly. Hence, it is important to understand what needs
to be protected and to develop specific security measures to protect the things from cyber
threats. While a strict set of regulations on IoT security is yet to be established, a need for
guidelines was first identified by the industry in the early 2010s and the discussion has
continued since then.

3.1. Existing Guidelines

Numerous institutions across the globe have proposed their recommendations, in or-
der to help developers, distributors and users ensure a secure IoT infrastructure. Govern-
ment organizations, international associations and advisory groups are aware of the prob-
lem and have published many documents on the subject, to name some among many more:
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• National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
• European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA),
• GSM Association (GSMA),
• Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF),
• Internet Research Task Force (IRTF),
• IoT Security Foundation (IoTSF),
• ioXt Alliance,
• International Standard Organization (ISO),
• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
• International Telecommunication Union (ITU),
• Broadband Internet Technical Advisory Group (BITAG),
• Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC),
• Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP),
• Trusted Computing Group (TCG),
• Cloud Security Alliance (CSA),
• GlobalPlatform,
• Internet Society’s Online Trust Alliance (OTA).

Our analysis focuses on just a number of them. A time cut-off of 2017 has been
adopted for two reasons: rapid IoT industry development might outdate some concepts
and, on the other hand, recent publications often reference older ones and align with them
in essential matters. Furthermore, industry standards issued by renowned organizations
or manufacturer associations have been considered over simple brochures or articles.
Last but not least, it was important that the given document (or its independent section)
primarily concentrates on secure IoT device implementation itself, as this is a foundation
for deliberations in the next sections.

NIST, part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, in 2020 issued a report, “IoT Device
Cybersecurity Capability Core Baseline” (NISTIR 8259A) [18]. The authors define an
IoT device cybersecurity capability core baseline, which is a set of device capabilities
generally needed to support common cybersecurity features that protect data, systems and
ecosystems. The proposed baseline represents a coordinated effort to produce a definition
of common capabilities, which is not an exhaustive list. This document highlights activities
that aim to improve cybersecurity levels in manufactured products, which in consequence
reduces the number of exploited IoT devices.

ENISA created a number of documents on secure IoT development. In 2017, “Baseline
Security Recommendations for IoT” [27] was published. The aim of this work was to
provide insight into the security requirements of IoT, with a focus on Critical Information
Infrastructures. The paper offers a thorough analysis of existing cybersecurity threats,
along with a comprehensive set of measures in order to protect IoT systems. The authors
developed a series of recommendations based on the results of their research, the views
expressed by the experts, and good practices, as well as security measures used in the
industry. It is worth noting that this document provides an elaborate list of other security
standards regarding IoT, which can be a valuable starting point for further research.

Documents published by the GSMA provide very useful insight and pose questions
that IoT designers and network administrators will find useful while discussing system
security. The“IoT Security Guidelines” document set [28–30] should especially be consid-
ered at the early stages of development, as it asks a series of important questions regarding
security which are very helpful during the process. These documents promote a methodol-
ogy for developing secure IoT services to ensure security best practices are implemented
throughout the life cycle of the service. The authors provide recommendations on how
to mitigate common security threats and weaknesses within IoT services. The set of doc-
uments analyses two ecosystems—service and endpoint—but also provides a number of
real-life examples.

IETF and IRTF are cooperating, parallel open standards organizations, that focus on
short-term and long-term Internet-related research, respectively. They have issued a couple
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of highly informative drafts regarding IoT security. In 2017, “Best Current Practices for
Securing Internet of Things” [31] was published by IETF. This report collects guidelines
for IoT designers and developers, written by engineers from Network Heretics, Mozilla
and Arm. It offers valuable remarks on low-level IoT development, by discussing the
authentication, encryption, and design of a device and firmware. Even though it is now
labelled as expired, we find this document provides valuable input into the discussion.
In March 2021, another draft was released—”Security Technical Specification for Smart
Devices of IoT” [32]—collecting detailed recommendations from hardware to software
level and proposing a secure IoT device model. In April 2019, IRTF published “RFC8576—
Internet of Things (IoT) Security: State of the Art and Challenges” [33]. In this document,
the authors present a list of already existing guidelines regarding IoT security; they report
and predict the development of IoT and point out possible challenges, especially with
reference to the nature of resource-constrained IoT devices (e.g., in terms of algorithms
and protocols that would allow IoT devices to safely operate in a heterogeneous network
with powerful, potentially malicious Internet resources). The aforementioned publications
are complementary to each other and were issued by cooperating organizations, therefore
conclusions drawn from them are presented together.

The IoTSF and ioXt Alliance are composed of industry leaders, manufacturers and
government organizations, dedicated to creating a security and privacy standard for IoT—
some of these entities belong to both of these organizations. The first consortium published
“Secure Design—Best Practice Guides” [34] at the end of 2019. This document highlights
the importance of maintaining a chain of trust throughout the hardware and software
layers of IoT device. The ioXt Alliance has recently published “ioXt Pledge: The Global
Standard for IoT Security” [35], in which eight core principles are defined and described.
It considers a wide range of subjects, such as secured interfaces, proven cryptography,
software verification/updates and vulnerability reporting mechanisms. The organization
offers a certification program and creates a network of authorized laboratories. It also
encourages independent researchers to participate in the certification process, by validating
that every security requirement is fulfilled.

It is worth highlighting that ISO is currently working on their own guidelines. As of
June 2021, ISO/IEC CD 27400 “Cybersecurity—IoT security and privacy—Guidelines” is
still under development [36].

3.2. Evaluation Criteria

In this section, we created a set of recommendations with a focus on SoC hardware
and software security, deriving from the documents mentioned in Section 3.1. This selection
is later used to analyze the state-of-the-art IoT security technologies. The aim of Table 1,
presented later in this section, is to collect the most common and important recommendations
from the analyzed literature and to provide a solid overview of what is expected from a
well-secured IoT device. As already described in Section 2, our starting point was a security
core baseline for IoT devices defined by NIST and, as mentioned in Section 3.1, the main
focus during criteria analysis was put on secure IoT device implementation. Therefore, high
level concepts, such as, for instance, network structure or its security remained out of scope.
On the other hand, topics such as the safety of an industrial or automotive IoT node and
its capability to operate in various environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity,
contact with harsh chemicals) do concern device architecture, but are mostly related to its
reliability instead of security. Only the aspects of physical access to the device relevant at the
chip level were considered, because those regarding the product level can be very location or
application specific.

The analyzed papers have multiple points in common. In Table 1, we collected the
most prevailing suggestions and divided them into the following groups on the basis of
key functionalities:

• hardware security,
• trust and integrity management,
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• data protection and software design,
• device configuration and software update,
• secure interfaces and communication,
• cybersecurity event monitoring and logging,
• cryptography and key management,
• device identification, authentication and strong default security.

The intent was to mimic the process of constructing a secure IoT device by creating a
checklist of requirements it has to fulfill. Almost all of the analyzed documents proposed
the functional classification of secure IoT device characteristics with some exceptions.
A relevant example is GSMA’s document [30], where the requirements were distributed
by implementation priority (Critical, High, Medium, Low). Categories presented in this
paper are similar to the ones recommended by ENISA [27], but the number of groups
was reduced, and an appropriate level of granularity was maintained, which allowed for
concise comparison of available secure IoT implementations.

Hardware Security

This category collects recommendations for designing IoT devices based on the Root
of Trust (RoT) concept and the characteristics such a component should demonstrate.

A Root of Trust is a unit that consists of a computing engine, low level code and data
(e.g., cryptographic keys). It provides security services/features necessary to establish
trust and security within the platform it is a part of. Its vital characteristics are immutability
and predictability—the produced results have to be consistent for the same input data.
The hardware implementation of an RoT enables the fulfillment of these conditions [37,38].

A Root of Trust can provide the following independent security services—identification,
authentication, confidentiality, integrity and measurement (state of the platform), as well
as composite services (relying on the independent ones)—authorization, verification, re-
porting, secure storage and update.

Unsurprisingly, almost every analyzed document provided some guidance on the
hardware role in the security of the final product, ENISA [27] and the GSMA [30] being the
most elaborate. It proves that protecting an IoT device must start at the hardware level.

Trust and Integrity Management

This section focuses on requirements regarding trust establishment and ensuring
integrity, which are fundamental to IoT device security.

An inherently trusted, immutable (hardware) Root of Trust is the trust anchor, from which
trust is extended to the whole platform through a secure boot process. A Hardware Root of
Trust (HWRoT) utilizes its security services to verify the integrity of subsequently executed
software modules (a cryptographic signature of code is checked). Verified software modules
then become the next Chain of Trust elements. If the integrity verification check fails during
one of the secure boot stages, the whole process has to be aborted and the system can only be
trusted up to the given Chain of Trust level. Depending on which advanced capabilities of the
system are available at this point, the device might have to reboot, attempt to return into last
known secure state or remain as it is, that is, for reporting purposes.

Apart from NIST and IETF/IRTF publications, every considered paper included rec-
ommendations on this matter.

Data Protection and Software Design

This category considers recommendations on data handling and fundamental princi-
ples of software architecture. Data confidentiality must be protected through encryption.
Additionally, the designer of the system must also ensure that applications processing data
operate on minimum privilege and are isolated from each other (e.g., through memory com-
partmentalization). These subjects were discussed in the majority of analyzed documents.
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Device Configuration and Software Update

The question of software updates is highly stressed in the subject matter. All or-
ganizations agree on its importance—a lack of identified vulnerability patching and
protection against the latest threats is a large security risk in IoT. Thus, keeping the
device up-to-date strongly improves its protection. The capability to securely update
device software by an authorized entity is a must, preferably this process should be
automatic and/or remotely available.

Secure Interfaces and Communication

This category analyzes guidance on secure communication, starting from interfaces,
through protocols, to data. The usage of device interfaces should be configurable and,
by default, only those required should be active. Systems should utilize state-of-the-art,
standardized security protocols, with emphasis on using the versions that are intended
for IoT, if available. The majority of publications stress the necessity for making only
intentional and required connections (preceded by mutual authentication of the peers),
which are used to transmit confidential and integral data. Recommendations apply to all
layers of IoT devices—hardware, firmware and software.

Cybersecurity Event Monitoring and Logging

Event logging is a key requirement for security management in an IoT device and
this category summarizes guidelines on this matter. Adequate level of details aids to
solve issues with security incidents, while preventing exposure of sensitive information.
The confidentiality and integrity of logs must be protected so that they are reliable—only
authorized entities should be able to examine them and they should be unmodifiable.

Furthermore, the GSMA suggests creating a reference model of the IoT device behavior
and perform anomaly detection—situations when the device erratically reboots, reconnects
to the network or sends multiple poorly-formed messages might indicate a security issue.

Only the ioXt Alliance did not offer guidance on this subject.

Cryptography and Key Management

Each of the evaluated documents provided an insight for this category. It is clearly
advised to use standardized, proven cryptographic algorithms with secure implementations
and sufficient key lengths. Documents highlight the need to support algorithm agility
in security protocols—to enable the usage of lightweight cryptography and specialized
algorithms for IoT applications, to allow various node types for algorithm and key length
negotiation so they can communicate or ensure the ability to change the algorithm or used
key length in case it is compromised.

A secure and scalable key management policy must be introduced in the IoT system
and every IoT device should be provisioned with a unique private key (possibly per appli-
cation, e.g., device identification, code signature, server communication, etc.). With this
approach, every device becomes a separate attack surface and the whole system is secure
even if one of them is compromised.

Device Identification, Authentication and Strong Default Security

This section discusses the identity of both the device and its user. The device must be
labelled and recognized in a credible way, given that it will operate in a wider network.
It should also be protected from undesired access and provide security for user data.
As for the software developer and the user, this category includes guidance on password
management and general authentication procedures.
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Table 1. Synthesized requirements for secure IoT devices.

No. Requirement NIST ENISA IETF
IRTF GSMA IoTSF ioXt

Cat. 1 Hardware Security
1.1 Utilization of immutable Hardware Root of Trust

(HWRoT—Trust Anchor)—trusted component that
extends the chain of trust to other HW, FW, SW com-
ponents

- X X [32] X X -

1.2 HW provided security features (memory locking,
storage for cryptographic keys, secure boot support,
device authentication, communication confidential-
ity and integrity, ...)

X X X[32] X X -

1.3 Measures for tamper protection and detection - X - X X -
1.4 Use of proven/cryptographic quality Random Num-

ber Generator (hardware-based if feasible)
- X X[31,32] X - -

Cat. 2 Trust and integrity management
2.1 Secure boot process based on HWRoT. Boot pro-

cess initializes the main hardware components, ver-
ifies executed code (first-, second-stage bootloader,
OS) and results in environment determined to be in
an uncompromised state

- X - X X X

2.2 Software (code, applications) must be signed crypto-
graphically and verified upon installation or execu-
tion

- X - X X X

2.3 The ability to restore last known secure state (e.g.,
firmware rollback, when code is verified as damaged
or tampered)

- X - X X -

2.4 Software installation control in operating systems
(OS), to prevent unauthenticated software and files
from being loaded onto it

- X - - - -
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Table 1. Cont.

No. Requirement NIST ENISA IETF
IRTF GSMA IoTSF ioXt

Cat. 3 Data protection and software design
3.1 Encryption of data storage medium. Possibility of

locking or erasing device contents remotely
X X X[32] - X -

3.2 Ensuring that data is secure prior to use by the pro-
cess (input data validation)

- X X[32] - X -

3.3 Process privilege minimization - limited permission
of allowed actions, applications must operate at the
lowest privilege level possible

- X X[31] X X -

3.4 Utilization of memory compartmentalization to pre-
vent rogue or compromised applications from access-
ing memory areas that they are not authorized to use,
process isolation

- X X[31] X X -

Cat. 4 Device configuration and software update
4.1 The ability to change the device’s FW and SW con-

figuration by authorized entities
X - X[32,33] X X -

4.2 The ability to update device’s FW and SW through
remote or local means by authorized entities

X X X[31,32] X X X

4.3 Update file must be encrypted, signed and device
verifies its integrity before application

X X X[31–33] X X -

4.4 Automatic update capability (checking at frequent,
but irregular intervals), enabled by default

X X X[31,33] X - X

4.5 Backward compatibility of updates—update should
not change network protocol interfaces nor modify
user-configured preferences, security and/or privacy
settings

- X X[31] - - -
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Table 1. Cont.

No. Requirement NIST ENISA IETF
IRTF GSMA IoTSF ioXt

Cat. 5 Secure interfaces and communication
Interface security

5.1 Ability to disable or logically restrict access (e.g.,
device/user authentication) to any local and network
interfaces

X X - - X X

5.2 Deployed device should never contain debugging,
diagnostic or testing interfaces that could be abused
by adversary (JTAG, CLI, Telnet, etc.)

- X X[32] X X X

Protocol security
5.3 Ensure that communication security is provided us-

ing state-of-the-art, standardized security protocols
(e.g., TLS for encryption)

- X X[32] X X -

5.4 Mutual authentication of the devices must be per-
formed before trust can be established (prevent man
in the middle attack), even when given device leaves
and re-joins network

- X X[31] X X X

5.5 Make intentional connections. Prevent unautho-
rized connections to product or other devices it is
connected to, at all levels of the protocols.
IoT devices must provide notice and/or request a
user confirmation when initially pairing, onboarding,
and/or connecting with other devices, platforms or
services.

- X X[32] - X X

Data security
5.6 Guarantee different security aspects of the transmit-

ted data—confidentiality, integrity, authenticity
- X X[31,32] X - -
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Table 1. Cont.

No. Requirement NIST ENISA IETF
IRTF GSMA IoTSF ioXt

Cat. 6 Cybersecurity event monitoring and logging
6.1 The ability to log cybersecurity events from device’s

HW, FW and SW
X X X[32] X X -

6.2 The ability to record sufficient details for each logged
event to facilitate an authorized entity examining the
log and determining issue origin

X - X[32] X X -

6.3 The ability to restrict access to the logs so only autho-
rized entities can view them and prevent all entities
(authorized or unauthorized) from editing them

X X X[32] - X -

6.4 Avoid security issues when designing error mes-
sages. An error message should give/display only
the concise information the user needs—it must not
expose sensitive information that can be exploited
by an attacker, such as an error ID, the version of the
web server, etc.

- X X[32] - X -

6.5 Device’s behavior should be monitored and com-
pared with model to detect anomalies (e.g., erratic
reboots/resets, (dis)connections, different network
fingerprint, repeated malformed messages sent, etc.)

- - - X - -

Cat. 7 Cryptography and key management
7.1 Use of Standard Cryptographic Algorithms and Se-

curity Protocols, which implementations have been
independently reviewed

X X X[31–33] - X X

7.2 Security protocols should support algorithm agility
(lightweight cryptography for resource constrained
devices, ability to change algorithm or use it only
with longer key in case it is compromised)

X X X[31,33] - X -
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Table 1. Cont.

No. Requirement NIST ENISA IETF
IRTF GSMA IoTSF ioXt

7.3 Length of the key should provide strong security,
make brute-force attack infeasible

- X X[31] - X -

7.4 Every device must be instantiated with unique pri-
vate key(s)

- X X[31] X X -

7.5 Secure and scalable management of cryptographic
keys (generation, storage, distribution)

- X X[31] X X -

Cat. 8 Device identification, authentication, strong default security
8.1 Device must have a unique physical identifier only

authorized entities can access
X X - X X -

8.2 Device must be provisioned with unique logical iden-
tifier

X X X[32] X - -

8.3 Prepare robust authentication and authorization
schemes, so device can prove its identity

X X - X X -

8.4 Establish strong, device-individual default pass-
words that has to be changed by the user during
initial setup (weak, null or blank passwords are not
allowed)

- X X[31,32] X X X

8.5 Resistance to keyspace-searching, brute-force or
other login abusive attacks by limiting number of
invalid login attempts or introducing incrementing
delays between them

- X X[31,32] X - -

8.6 Availability of two-factor authentication - X X[31] X X -
8.7 Product security shall be appropriately enabled by

default. Strong security controls should be some-
thing the consumer has to deliberately disable rather
than deliberately enable.

- X X[31] - X X
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4. Review of Existing Solutions

In this section, we analyze some of the current popular trusted computing solutions
used for IoT devices against the recommendations presented in Section 3. The solutions
chosen are either already mature and currently in use for IoT devices or are emerging
concepts that might bring new quality to the topic. The selection of technologies for IoT
security includes examples that are more hardware-based (e.g., GEON SoC Platform) and
more software-focused, such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX). We chose the most
popular solutions available on the market, such as Arm’s TrustZone or Intel SGX, the most
promising open source ones, such as Keystone and OpenTitan and other representative,
usually hardware-based, solutions. In the last group, we targeted solutions that can be
integrated into a designed SoC in the form of a standalone IP–Rambus RT, similar but more
complex solutions, such as Geon SoC Security Platform, and finally, a solution offered as
an integrated circuit (NXP EdgeLock SE050). A short description is provided for each one
before the analysis of the IoT security in the context of Table 1. We present our findings for
each solution in Table 2. The descriptions are formed from the perspective of a designer
who wants to understand the requirements for a secure IoT device. We assumed that the
analysis is based only on publicly accessible information, no lab testing nor feasible attacks
on devices based on the solutions were performed, and that little to no implementation
experience for each of the discussed solutions is required.

4.1. Arm TrustZone

TrustZone is a security extension offered by Arm for application processors (Cortex-
A family) and microcontrollers (Cortex-M family), which has become popular recently.
There is a growing interest in the subject across academia, and a number of commercial
products utilize TrustZone’s capabilities, for example, Samsung Knox. Arm’s solution
is based on a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) concept and enables the system to
fulfill Platform Security Requirements [39]—a set of guidelines defined by Arm. This
document provides similar guidelines to those gathered in Section 3, with a strong focus
on hardware and firmware security. There are some differences between architecture-
specific implementations of TrustZone, but the main idea remains the same—on Cortex-A
processors, the secure monitor, a privileged software, implements mechanisms for secure
context switching between worlds; on Cortex-M processors, there is no secure monitor
and hence the change between the secure and non-secure world is handled by a set of
core logic mechanisms. Enabling TrustZone for microcontrollers has allowed for more
widespread usage in resource-constrained devices, which has an impact on IoT devices.
Pinto and Santos [40] provided a detailed explanation of TrustZone’s operation with a
distinction between Cortex-A and Cortex-M implementation. The general concept of
TrustZone’s operation on software and firmware levels is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Concept of a TrustZone supported execution environment on software and firmware levels, based on [41].
The division between non-secure and secure worlds, as well as their construction with accentuated levels of operation, are
presented. The SCR_EL3.NS is a register bit used to switch between the trusted and not trusted environments. The Secure
Monitor, a special processor mode controlling the transition between secure and non-secure states, is presented as a common
base for the environments.
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TrustZone provides two virtual processors supported by hardware-based access con-
trol, resulting in division into secure and non-secure environments. Both execution envi-
ronments are completely separated in the hardware, thanks to memory isolation and a
special processor mode dedicated to monitoring (secure monitor). A few additional modules,
such as the TrustZone Address Space Controller (TZASC), the TrustZone Memory Adapter
(TZMA) and internal interface modifications, are introduced for separation and memory
partitioning in TrustZone for Cortex-A. Noticeably, Arm states that the use of TZASC and
TZMA is optional in the system. The final decision is left to the designer. Peripherals are
flagged as secure or normal, while the APB-AXI bridge hardware is responsible for access
control and rejecting AXI transactions with insufficient permissions. There is no separated
trusted path since secure and non-secure transactions are multiplexed on the system bus
using the same hardware. Significantly, in TrustZone there are no explicit considerations
for Hardware Root of Trust implementation. However, the implementation of Root of
Trust has been proposed in the literature by Zhao et al. [42], and a commercial solution,
discussed later in this subsection, has also been made available. Some security features
are provided by separate hardware modules. For example, remote attestation is achieved
by an incorporated hardware component, such as a Trusted Platform Module, responsible
for measuring the kernel’s integrity and creating unique cryptographic keys. While there
is no information on random number generation in TrustZone documents, Arm offers a
separate security IP called the True Random Number Generator, advertised as TrustZone
compatible. Similarly, secure storage can be implemented by simply denying access to a
device from a non-secure world.

From a firmware and software perspective, a privileged instruction called the Secure
Monitor Call (SMC) allows for entry to, exit from and general communication between
secure and non-secure world applications. This mechanism involves a monitor software
with higher privileges than the Rich Execution Environment Operating System (REE OS).
Its responsibility is the reliable and protected context switching of the processor [40].
A Non-Secure (NS) bit stored in the Secure Configuration Register (SCR) represents the
current context of the processor and the register’s state is propagated throughout the entire
SoC. Hence, it is possible to use peripheral devices that only allow secure access from
the processor. In TrustZone there is no attestation of processes requesting execution in
the secure world. In the event of an OS falling into the hands of an adversary, messages
that require secure world resources can be crafted and possibly other information may be
gleaned from apparently secured processes. A newer TrustZone technology for Cortex-M
microcontrollers has some changes to allow for usage in more resource-constrained devices.
The division between secure and non-secure worlds is based on memory map partition,
and context switching happens due to code exceptions. To support this, a couple of new,
dedicated instructions were added.

One could assume that TrustZone alone leaves quite some room for interpretation in
terms of security functions implemented in hardware. That being said, Arm proposed the
CryptoCell IP-family [43,44], which acts as HWRoT, offering cryptographic acceleration,
true random number generator, trusted storage, secure boot support and authenticated
debug support, to name a few. CryptoCell-300 is dedicated for Cortex-M implementations,
while CryptoCell-700 is Cortex-A oriented [45]. Both families provide broad support for
symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, as well as lightweight cryptography [46]. Code
integrity and signing, authentication and key management are also mentioned in the docu-
ments. Arm claims that this solution is meant for low power, low area designs [43,44]. It
may seem that TrustZone, complemented by CryptoCell IP, is a powerful security solution,
mostly implemented in hardware.

Analysis for Synthesized Requirements for Secure IoT Devices

Some security flaws inherent to the REE-TEE communication channel have been found
in previous years (Black Hat 2014, Black Hat 2015) [40] and have been used in attacks on
real devices. Additionally, concerns with cache side-channel attacks arise. The lack of
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inherent memory encryption also raises questions. TrustZone in itself does not have any
recommendations nor requirements for HWRoT implementation other than the need for
the existence of a unique device key [40]. This is paramount for the security of an IoT device
and cannot be left to wide interpretation. One could assume that Arm’s recommendation
is to use IP from the CryptoCell-family, though it is not always feasible. On the software
execution front, the secure-world approach is not the same as an enclave and allows for a
compromised TEE program to interfere with other programs within the TEE. Secure IoT
required functionality, as presented in Section 3, is possible in TrustZone, but with much of
the implementation left to the designers—secure deployment might be at risk. TrustZone
documentation does not provide input on configuration, update or logging mechanisms.
We assume it is at the designer’s discretion. Finally, TrustZone is entwined with Arm’s
technology; it is not a universal solution and porting it to different platforms does not seem
feasible. On one hand, this can be limiting for some implementations, as not all IoT devices
use Arm’s solutions. On the other hand, it would be surprising if one of the leaders in the
processor market did not have a compatible security solution available.

We can conclude that TrustZone certainly offers an end-to-end security solution,
but it requires a good understanding of the framework, some creativity in implementation
and support from external IPs. It is worth repeating that this solution is dedicated for
Arm infrastructure. The vast number of TrustZone supporting products speaks for itself.
TrustZone fulfills most of the security recommendations, but it would not be possible
without supplementary hardware, like CryptoCell or applications. TrustZone alone is not
an off-the-shelf, ready-to-use solution.

4.2. Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) and Security Essentials

Intel SGX [47] is a set of CPU instructions that allow the creation of isolated software
containers called enclaves in which code, data and stack of a program are isolated safely
from other processes (even with higher privilege levels) through hardware-based access
policy control and memory encryption. Unsurprisingly, this solution is meant for Intel
architecture. Application code and the hardware it is running on can be attested by a
remote entity [48] by verifying measurements of its code and data (named MRENCLAVE),
calculated during enclave creation. This process provides increased confidence that the
code is running in an enclave and is unmodified by a third party. It provides a mechanism to
run a secure code in an unsecured OS, with support from trusted hardware. After successful
attestation, an encrypted channel (based on public key schemes) between the remote party
and the enclave can be established in order to exchange sensitive data. Data can be sealed
using CPU instructions to generate a key (named MRSIGNER) which allows decryption
only by the same enclave created in the future.

Additionally, in the Intel security ecosystem, a provisioning functionality is present,
which allows trusted entities to update or add software whilst assuring integrity. It is
presented in Figure 2. The provisioning process is described below:

• Creating the enclave—an untrusted REE application creates an enclave environment
in order to protect the software of the trusted provider, during this process the contents
and creation parameters are logged as a measurement,

• Attestation—the enclave informs the software provider about its readiness to receive
new software and the device presents the measurement from before,

• Provisioning—a secure channel between the device and provider is created and the
data is sent,

• Sealing and unsealing—the enclave uses a cryptographic hardware key for encryp-
tion before storing the data in memory. Only an identical enclave will be able to
decrypt and use the new program data in the future,

• Software update—in this step, a new version of a program may ask an older version
to unseal the data. After the update process ends, a new seal is created, which renders
the old software version (which could be compromised due to flaws patched in the
new version) unable to access the new software version data.
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From a hardware viewpoint, Processor Reserved Memory (PRM) is isolated by SGX
and protected against all memory accesses from outside an enclave, including kernel, hy-
pervisor and system management mode, as well as DMA accesses requested by peripherals.
Enclave’s code and data are stored in Enclave Page Cache (EPC), providing pages of a 4KB
size [49]. The untrusted OS is in charge of assigning EPC pages to enclaves, which creates
a potential exposure. The processor is responsible for assuring that each enclave has only
one EPC on hand; it is monitored in Enclave Page Cache Metadata (EPCM).

Figure 2. Intel SGX Software Lifecycle; steps are executed in the numerical order, sensitive data are
remotely provisioned (3) into the enclave after mutual attestation (2) of the off-platform provider
and created enclave (1), after the enclave is destroyed data are sealed in memory (4) in such a way
that only an identical enclave can access them again. Software updates (5) are also possible via this
scheme and a new seal is created (6) so that an old version of software cannot overwrite the new
version. Based on [47].

SGX in itself is generally a TEE implementation, but other Intel modules and tech-
nologies allow for wider SoC security such as secure boot capabilities, TPM integration or
random number generators [50]. It is advertised that the security extension assists with
securing IoT edge device communication [51].

Analysis for Synthesized Requirements for Secure IoT Devices

Intel SGX is a proprietary enterprise solution; therefore all security functionalities
are tied in with Intel architecture. This means that other custom application accelerators,
interfaces and system bus control are out of the scope for the solution. As such, all SoC
security issues have to be solved by custom design decisions, increasing the risk of creating
an unsecured device. Costan and Devadas [49] in 2016, one year after the Intel SGX debut,
published an in-depth examination of this solution. They exposed a number of potential
vulnerabilities to SGX and claimed that “our security analysis reveals that the limitations
in SGX’s guarantees mean that a security conscious software developer cannot in good
conscience rely on SGX for secure remote computation” ([49], [p. 3]). In the five years
that have passed since this article was published, a number of new side channel attacks
have been discovered [52–55], and although Intel describes these attacks as very difficult to
perform in a data center (i.e., physical access to the platform is required), this changes in an
IoT context (device present in a public space) and remains alarming. Due to a security by
obscurity situation, it is hard to assess the solutions for many requirements in Table 2 and
thus no assurance on their completeness can be given, though an optimistic approach is
taken. Interestingly, it is possible to change all device cryptographic keys by changing a
single register called OwnerEpoch. This process allows for the fast sealing of the device
and serves as additional protection of the enclave content. If the OwnerEpoch value is lost,
the device is rendered inaccessible.
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SGX and the Security Essentials provide multiple good trusted computing basics but
is not a solution entirely catered for protection of IoT devices. This can be seen in the Cat. 6
and Cat. 8 sections of Table 2. However, the security level it provides and the critique
around it, raises questions about whether it is a good choice at all.

4.3. Keystone

Keystone [56] is an open-source framework designed for creating TEE environments
based on unmodified RISC-V architecture. RISC-V Physical Memory Protection (PMP),
arbitrarily securing the physical memory locations, and the programmable machine mode
(M-Mode) are used to implement the memory protection scheme. The trusted Security
Monitor (SM) program is proposed on M-Mode level and its main task is to manage
the secure handling of hardware and context switching between enclaves (Figure 3). It
should be executed entirely from on-chip memory. This component satisfies typical TEE
requirements such as memory isolation and code/configuration attestation. Keystone
does not propose direct resource management. This responsibility lays on the secure
enclave application developer side. A runtime (RT) component is an enclave-specific
platform for secure applications to be executed on, which also communicates with the
SM and manages virtual memory chunks assigned to the enclave. The RT should have
the functionality of system plugins, interfaces, libc implementations, paging and virtual
memory management. It can be successfully reused between enclaves or modified as
needed. Additionally, because the rich OS is not a part of a typical enclave, the Trusted
Computing Base (TCB) is smaller.

From a hardware perspective, implementing Keystone does not require modifications
to CPU cores or memory controllers. However, several requirements for the platform
are listed in the publication [56]: trusted boot process support, unique authentication
key dedicated for this process and a hardware source of randomness. According to the
Keystone designers, the Root of Trust can be realized in hardware, but does not have
to, which allows for a variety of implementations, for example tamper resistant software
(zeroth-order bootloader) [56].

Figure 3. Overview of a Keystone system setup, based on [56]. The distinction between untrusted
and trusted execution environments is presented, along with support for multiple secure enclaves
and their runtimes. The privilege level for each RISC-V mode is marked. The security Monitor,
operating on M-mode, being common for both execution environments, is the manager of context
switching. Required trusted hardware is included.

With every CPU reset the Root of Trust executes these steps:

• Measures the SM image loaded,
• Generates a new attestation key based on the randomness source,
• Saves the data in a SM memory location isolated by PMP,
• Sends the cryptographically generated metadata via a public key scheme.

In the RISC-V architecture, only the machine mode has access to hardware resources
such as interrupts, system memory, peripherals and devices. The S-mode (supervisor)
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is used for the OS kernel and the U-mode (user mode) allows execution of typical REE
applications. The machine mode is used as a platform for the SM, because:

• It is programmable,
• It allows control over interrupts and exceptions above the OS level,
• PMP mechanism, which allows the enforcement of access policies.

PMP restricts the physical access to memory locations for the S and U modes. Every
record in the PMP table has a set of access flags for the programmed memory segment.
Each PMP address register encodes a continuous address region and the configuration bits
represent write/read/execute (rwx) permissions for the U/S modes. If a mode attempts
to access an unassigned memory area, the access is rejected by the hardware. The PMP
areas can be dynamically allocated during device operation. During SM image loading,
the first PMP area is configured as the highest priority in order to protect its own resources,
such as code/stack/data. By default, the OS has access to any memory location that is not
part of an assigned PMP area of higher priority. When an application starts an enclave,
the OS finds a continuous area of memory, which does not overlap with any other PMP
configured area, and then switches the request to the SM that creates a new PMP record.
During a context switch from an enclave to the OS or another enclave, the SM takes away
all access permissions, but the enclave’s address region is preserved. As a result, an en-
clave is securely isolated from other processes. Upon creation, the enclave’s memory is
measured and cryptographically signed. The OS uses an interface within the Linux kernel
(/dev/Keystone) for enclave creation.

Analysis for Synthesized Requirements for Secure IoT Devices
The paper that introduces Keystone focuses more on the enclave code execution, while

treating key management, software updates, device authentication and other problems
such as orthogonal. A Root of Trust (either hardware or software) is stated as a necessity
along with a trusted boot process, but it is in the hands of the application designer to make
sure that secure IoT requirements are in place. Process and application privilege levels
are inherent to the RISC-V implementation. Enclave security is supposed to include resis-
tance to side-channel attacks, mapping attacks and syscall tampering attacks. Keystone’s
authors state that their solution is an improvement on SGX [56], and the measures they
took to mitigating the risks that were exposed in Intel’s solution seem to confirm that.
However, Keystone, being based on a similar concept to SGX, can still demonstrate similar
vulnerabilities that may yet to be discovered.

Using concepts presented in Keystone, or even the entire solution, seems like a good
starting point, but it is hardly enough in itself to state that a device is secure in the IoT
field. It certainly offers some degree of flexibility. Keystone being an open-source solution
can also be an advantage. However, as presented in Table 2, there are many important
categories that are left completely at the system designer’s discretion and it can result in
unintentional exposures of the IoT device.

4.4. OpenTitan

OpenTitan is undoubtedly one of the solutions to secure IoT devices that should attract
designers’ attention. This open source Hardware Root of Trust implementation [57] is
endorsed by leading non-profit, academic or commercial organizations such as lowRISC,
ETH Zürich or Google. The project is fully transparent, its sources are available online and
can be inspected by the broader community, which should improve its security.

OpenTitan core is currently under development [58] and multiple features are still
missing from the early stage top-level [59]. However, the intentions of its creators are well
documented and in the complete form it should be a robust solution for various systems’
security as an HWRoT module supporting the secure boot procedure and implementing
miscellaneous cryptographic primitives.

OpenTitan acts as an immutable HWRoT with secure boot procedure support. It
implements multiple cryptographic primitives (AES, RSA, Elliptic Curve Cryptography—
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ECC or keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code based on SHA-256 algorithm) that are
used to verify the code of subsequent boot stages and authenticate the device during the
ownership transfer process. OpenTitan provides FW to control these primitives, so they can
be used for securing communication confidentiality and integrity, but it is a responsibility
of higher software layers. OpenTitan implements several tamper protection and detection
mechanisms as protection codes or scrambling memory regions that contain secrets. Core
implements hardware Random Number Generators that are compliant with international
standards (e.g., NIST [60,61]).

OpenTitan provides low-level software that is responsible for first stages of the secure
boot process (Silicon Creator level—Figure 4). At the beginning, execution is restricted
to the ROM region (which cannot be modified after silicon is manufactured) and then
ROM_ext part is loaded from flash (provided that integrity check has passed). At this point,
execution is transferred to the entry point of the Silicon Owner code and from now on it is
the Owner who is responsible for further boot stages security. It is also the end user’s software
duty to ensure isolation of the applications.

This solution offers the means to securely update its firmware—the integrity of the
update block is verified prior to the reboot. The capability to update higher layers of
software can be implemented using available cryptographic primitives; however, it is up to
the end user.

Figure 4. Software stages of the OpenTitan secure boot procedure with respect to particular levels
owners, based on [62]. Only low level software layers (ROM, ROM_ext) are provided with the
solution (Silicon Creator level), while the end user (Silicon Owner) is responsible for all higher phases
of secure boot as well as the isolation of executed applications when the system is already up.

Analysis for Synthesized Requirements for Secure IoT Devices

We attempted to analyze the final set of OpenTitan capabilities against requirements
presented in Table 1. The OpenTitan documentation does not mention any means for
logging of cybersecurity events, neither in hardware nor in software. Possibly, some
mechanisms might be implemented by end user in higher layers of software.

As was already mentioned, OpenTitan offers a rich suite of cryptographic primitives.
Algorithm agility may still be improved, especially if it comes to lightweight cryptography,
but it might be that OpentTitan does not target resource-constrained devices. Robust key
derivation mechanisms and management schemes are available.

In summary, the fully operational OpenTitan core meets the assumptions of its
designers—it is a solid foundation for maintaining the trust and integrity of the system,
where it is instantiated. However, it still might not be enough to completely secure IoT
devices in terms of recommendations from Table 1. It is not an out-of-the box solution
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for all IoT device security aspects and the potential end user has to implement many
missing features.

4.5. NXP EdgeLock SE050

NXP EdgeLock SE050 Plug and Trust Secure Element is presented as a “ready-to-use
IoT secure element solution” by the manufacturer [63]. It is an auxiliary security device
that connects to host. Optional connections to a sensor mode via another I2C interface and
native contactless antenna, granting wireless access are also available (Figure 5). Interestingly,
EdgeLock SE050 holds Common Criteria’s EAL6+ certificate. It is advertised as suitable for
smart cities, smart home, smart industry and smart supply chains. This solution combines
a HWRoT with a Java Card OpenPlatform OS (JCOPOS), on which an IoT Applet runs.
The Applet supports a wide range of secure functionalities, for example, random number gen-
eration, key management, hash operations, Platform Configuration Register (PCR) creation
and management [64], and is provided by the manufacturer. In hardware, many configurable
cryptographic primitives are included, supporting a wide range of algorithms and operations
to choose from: HMAC, CMAC, SHA-1, RSA, ECC, AES. Lightweight cryptography is also
available. What distinguishes NXP SE050 from other discussed solutions is the fact that it is
a separate integrated circuit in its own packaging. This implicates the need for a dedicated
space on the circuit board. It is also the only analyzed technology that supports SmartCard.

Figure 5. NXP SE050 architecture scheme, based on [63]. The communication between SE050 and Host
via I2C bus is presented. The additional interfaces for optional applications, i.e., the antenna and the
extra I2C to communicate with Sensor Actuator, are marked. The software/firmware scheme is also
present in the form of the IoT Applet, running on Java Card OpenPlatform Operating System (JCOPOS).

Analysis for synthesized requirements for secure IoT devices

Some capabilities required for a secure IoT device hardware are present, but unfortu-
nately as a plug-and-play approach the SE050 can provide a false sense of security, if used
inappropriately. No safety is ensured for the host OS, which could in reality be wrongly
configured and utterly unsafe with other interface connections that bypass the secure
element—each communication channel should be trustworthy to a degree required in a
protected IoT device and each communication channel should have the possibility to be
disabled if not needed as per Table 1. No approach to software and firmware updating and
provisioning is presented. It is hard to assess the safety of the I2C communication chan-
nel and possible problems. Additionally, neither software trusted execution nor enclave
creation is possible via the applet. It is uncertain whether the host can freely access and
use the cryptographic functionalities (including the random number generator) or if they
are only available for SE050 internal access. Remarkably, the data sheet states that only
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the Pseudo Random Number Generator is available [63]. Tamper detection is mentioned,
but there is no information on tamper resistance. Moreover, no information is provided
about the execution privileges in the Java OS nor about what information could be gathered
through the secure logging of modules inside the secure element. If only the secure element
interfaces are used for off chip communication, then they should be safe. Even though
a wide range of secure functionalities is presented in the data sheet, a variety of use cases is
discussed on NXP’s website, cryptographic hardware primitives, coherent with standards
and certifications, are implemented—this cannot be considered as a plug-and-play secure
IoT solution. In fact, software must be developed carefully to ensure a proper level of
security whilst using the SE050. By and large, the solution seems more like an extensively
functional HWRoT with communication between two operating systems rather than an IC
offering complex security for IoT.

4.6. Beyond Semiconductor GEON SoC Security Platform

The GEON SoC Security Platform manufactured by Beyond Semiconductor is pre-
sented as a processor agnostic solution with essentials for hardware IP security. An IoT
application is advertised, including Industrial [65]. The SoC contains a suite of security
modules that work together to create a secure IoT device but can also be used independently.
This includes a customizable Hardware Root of Trust including secure boot functional-
ity (GEON Secure Boot) and even recovery to a vendor software state in the case of a
security breach [66], firmware encryption module (GEON Firmware Encryption) for the
integrity and confidentiality of software, a module that stores and generates secret keys
(GEON Hardware Security Module (HSM)) and hardware cryptographic operations mod-
ule, including random number generation. A wide range of cryptographic algorithms
is supported, including lightweight. Code authentication and cryptography-supported
measurement functionalities are available. Interestingly, GEON SoC Secure Platform offers
GEON Secure JTAG that is claimed to offer a complete debug analysis without compromis-
ing security [67]. As presented in Figure 6, the communication channel for the SoC Security
Platform is realized by AMBA interface (AHB/APB), which may impact the final design of
the IoT design.

Figure 6. GEON SoC Security Platform hardware architecture, based on [65]. External interfaces and suggested connections
to other components of System on Chip are presented.
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Analysis for Synthesized Requirements for Secure IoT Devices

Multiple cryptographic ciphers and hash functions are available for use. The debug
access is described in some documents mentioned in Section 3 as possibly unsafe and
it is advised to disable it after deployment. It should be stressed, though, that these
guidelines do not consider a highly secured debug interface and that is the case in the
GEON SoC. Agreeably, this functionality can be critical in some applications, and the level
of security claimed by Beyond Semiconductors is very promising. Parts of the GEON
SoC are described as “flexible” and “disposable” depending on the application, which
can obviously be beneficial for system designers, but the lack of awareness can lead to the
creation of an unsecured IoT. Additionally, some key secure functionalities could be missing
if one of the modules is left behind. No information is provided about cybersecurity event
logging and monitoring. In terms of secure updating, firmware downgrade protection is in
place; the confidentiality and integrity of software and firmware are also protected. GEON
SoC Platform Security does not introduce any interference with other interfaces existing
in the system in which it is integrated, mainly no disabling or securing capabilities are
present. The security threat of any interface in the IoT device is unaccounted for. It can be
considered as a plug in to the main bus of SoC. This solution certainly offers a great variety
of hardware-based security features, but the lack of guidance on software and firmware
development can be concerning.

4.7. Rambus RT Family

Rambus has a wide range of security IPs in its portfolio. We decided to focus on
the Root of Trust IP cores, especially those dedicated for IoT—RT-100 [68], RT-130 [69],
RT-140 [70] and RT-260 [71]. It seems that the difference between the aforementioned
modules is the supported cryptography and protocols. The rule of operation is the same.
These products are advertised as complete Hardware Root of Trust engines, offering cryp-
tographic accelerators (both symmetric and asymmetric, in RT-140 also lightweight), secure
boot support, secure asset storage, secure firmware upgrade, device authentication and
identity protection, as well as secure debug. RT-140 supports TLS protocols. Remarkably,
the Rambus solution is architecture agnostic. It can be integrated in an SoC and is claimed
to be compatible with most popular system buses (e.g., AMBA). In order to cooperate
with the device, the CPU requires a dedicated API implementation. Figure 7 illustrates
the architecture and the location in the system of the Rambus component. Unfortunately,
apart from the manufacturer’s materials, there is no literature openly available regarding
the RT family. Therefore, our research relies solely on product briefs published on the
Rambus website. The analyzed documents indicate that Rambus offers the RoT Secure
Boot Toolkit, which may be either a firmware or a software extension to communicate
with the instantiated hardware module. It interfaces with protected software stored in
non-volatile memory and includes a signing tool and boot library.

Analysis for Synthesized Requirements for Secure IoT Devices

Since this is purely a RoT solution, the development of secure software and firmware
is left completely to the designer. One of the greatest advantages is the wide range of
supported cryptography offered. However, there is very little information about securing
memory and data transfers. In conclusion, the Rambus proposition is a foundation for
building a secure IoT, not a complete solution.
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Figure 7. Rambus RT hardware architecture, on RT-100 example, based on [68]. Corresponding
software elements (e.g., RoT Secure Boot Toolkit), and the location of this component in a system on
chip are presented.

4.8. Summary

Table 2 repeats the requirements from Table 1 and compares the solutions presented
in previous sections against them. For clarity, shortened versions of the requirements are
presented below; the full description is available in Table 1.

Symbols used in Table 2 have the following meanings:

• #—difficult to satisfy this secure IoT requirement using a particular solution;
• G—can be done, but no explicit recommendation nor solution for use in an IoT device

is presented, leaving the design decisions open and potentially unsafe;
•  —strong recommendation or solution which satisfies the requirement.

For the TrustZone, in some cases,  * is used. This means that the requirement is
fulfilled on the condition that TrustZone is combined with CryptoCell. For NXP the
evaluation is based on the use case scenario from the data sheet [63] coined “Plug and
Trust”—the integration with a host processing unit.
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Table 2. Comparison of the state-of-the-art against the synthesized requirements for secure IoT devices.

No. Requirement Arm
TrustZone

Intel
SGX Keystone Open

Titan
NXP

SE050
GEON

SoC
Rambus

RT
Cat. 1 Hardware Security

1.1 Immutable Hardware Root of Trust  *  G     
1.2 HW provided security features  G G     
1.3 Tamper protection and detection  *  G   G G
1.4 Random Number Generator (hardware-

based if feasible)
 *  G  G   

Cat. 2 Trust and integrity management
2.1 Secure boot process based on HWRoT.   G G/  G   
2.2 Software (code, applications) signed

cryptographically and verified upon in-
stallation or execution

 *  G G G  G

2.3 Restore last known secure state (e.g.,
firmware rollback, when code is veri-
fied as damaged or tampered)

 * G G  #  #

2.4 Software installation control in OS,
to prevent unauthenticated software
and files from being loaded onto it

 * G G G #  G

Cat. 3 Data protection and software design
3.1 Encryption of data storage medium. G  G G G G G
3.2 Input data validation G  G G G G #
3.3 Process privilege minimization G G  G # # #
3.4 Memory compartmentalization, pro-

cess isolation
   G # # #
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Table 2. Cont.

No. Requirement Arm
TrustZone

Intel
SGX Keystone Open

Titan
NXP

SE050
GEON

SoC
Rambus

RT
Cat. 4 Device configuration and software update

4.1 Changing the device’s FW and SW con-
figuration by authorized entities

 *  G  G  G

4.2 Updating device’s FW and SW through
remote or local means by authorized
entities

G  G  G G G

4.3 Update file must be encrypted, signed
and device verifies its integrity before
application

 *  G  G   

4.4 Automatic update capability G G G G G G G
4.5 Backward compatibility of updates G G G G G G G

Cat. 5 Secure interfaces and communication
Interface security

5.1 Ability to disable or logically restrict ac-
cess to any local and network interfaces

G G G G # # #

5.2 Deployment without debugging, diag-
nostic or testing interfaces that could be
abused by adversary

G G G G G  G

Protocol security
5.3 Communication security using state-of-

the-art, standardized security protocols
(e.g., TLS for encryption)

 *  G G  G  

5.4 Mutual authentication of the devices
before trust can be established (prevent
man in the middle attack)

G G G G G G G

5.5 Prevent unauthorized connections to
product or other devices it is connected
to, at all levels of the protocols.

G G G G G G #

Data security
5.6 Confidentiality, integrity and authentic-

ity of the transmitted data
 * G G G G G G
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Table 2. Cont.

No. Requirement Arm
TrustZone

Intel
SGX Keystone Open

Titan
NXP

SE050
GEON

SoC
Rambus

RT
Cat. 6 Cybersecurity event monitoring and logging

6.1 Logging cybersecurity events from de-
vice’s HW, FW and SW

G G G #/ G # G G

6.2 Recording sufficient details for each
logged event

G G G #/ G # G G

6.3 Restricting access to the logs to autho-
rized entities only and prevent all enti-
ties from editing them

G G G #/ G G G G

6.4 Avoid security issues when designing
error messages.

G G G G G G G

6.5 Device’s behavior should be monitored
and compared with model to detect
anomalies

G G G G G G G

Cat. 7 Cryptography and key management
7.1 Use of Standard Cryptographic Algo-

rithms and Security Protocols
 * G G     

7.2 Security protocols should support algo-
rithm agility

 * G G G    

7.3 Length of the key should provide
strong security, make brute-force attack
infeasible

G G G  G G G

7.4 Every device must be instantiated with
unique private key(s)

 * G G  G G  

7.5 Secure and scalable management of
cryptographic keys (generation, stor-
age, distribution)

 * G G  G   

Cat. 8 Device identification, authentication, strong default security
8.1 Unique physical identifier only autho-

rized entities can access
 * G   G G G

8.2 Device must be provisioned with
unique logical identifier

G G G  G G G
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Table 2. Cont.

No. Requirement Arm
TrustZone

Intel
SGX Keystone Open

Titan
NXP

SE050
GEON

SoC
Rambus

RT
8.3 Robust authentication and authoriza-

tion schemes
G G G  G G G

8.4 Strong, device-individual default pass-
words that has to be changed by the
user during initial setup

G G G G G G G

8.5 Limiting number of invalid login at-
tempts or introducing incrementing de-
lays between them

G G G G G G G

8.6 Availability of two-factor authentica-
tion

G G G  G G G

8.7 Product security shall be appropriately
enabled by default.

G G G G G G G
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5. Discussion

In the current IoT security landscape, many institutions and entities are defining
security requirements, but no industry-wide standard has been agreed upon. Device
designers and vendors have their own proprietary solutions, which address some issues
but miss the target in others. To the best of our knowledge, no solution addresses all the
requirements presented in Table 1 out-of-the-box which generally leaves the solving of
security problems mainly in the hands of the designing entity with the potential to create
unsecured IoT devices.

Additionally, there is no industry wide standardization of the level of security needed,
which would aid the designers of IoT devices. A different security level is required for
traffic light control in a smart city than for an “intelligent” and connected toothbrush. This
should also be part of the discussion and possibly even have a certification entity. Table 1
could be divided into different security levels and additionally be configurable within
some of the requirements, that is, the key strength or chosen encryption algorithm should
be implicitly standardized for different security needs.

Some solutions presented in Section 4 are, in theory, processor/architecture agnostic,
but others like Arm TrustZone or Intel SGX are tied in with a specific architecture, which
makes the security improvements dependent on the designing entity and the agility of their
bug-fixing process. Additionally, the solutions in the current environment are generally
divided into more hardware or software heavy, even though a combined solution of strong
TEE and software process isolation with hardware cryptographic implementations and
Hardware Root of Trust functionalities would seem to be the most secure. In our opinion,
the discussed open-source solutions, Keystone and OpenTitan, could work together to
create a highly secure prototype of a framework for IoT device protection, whilst being
publicly attestable and with all the benefits of independence.

Many solutions in the present state-of-the-art fulfill a subset of secure IoT device
requirements, but none adheres to all of them. No common approach is present for
many application-level IoT requirements (Table 1), such as the return to a secure state,
interface disabling in the SoC, automatic update by default and the logging of IoT device
security events and others. This is an issue during the design of such devices and could
have a real-world impact in the future. All current solutions focus on the wider trusted
computing paradigm or on providing a hardware cryptographic acceleration, rather than
being dedicated explicitly to IoT devices.

A comprehensive design framework is needed to assist in the design of secure IoT
devices. Such a solution should take into consideration the most important security re-
quirements shown in Section 3. We believe that it would, in a way, simplify the technology
development and mitigate the problem of time-to-market/functionality trade-off in oppo-
sition to security. It should be possible to add, remove or configure IoT security on a block
system level in accordance with the target application of the device.

6. Conclusions

The IoT ecosystem poses new security challenges that extend beyond traditional data
security. There is a need for IoT security guidelines, and numerous institutions across the
globe have proposed their recommendations, aiming to help ensure a secure IoT infrastruc-
ture. Device designers and vendors have their own proprietary solutions, which address
some issues, but miss the target in others. In this paper, selected recommendations have
been analyzed and compiled into a set of the most common and important considerations,
divided into eight categories. The evaluation of representative examples from IoT security
technologies against these criteria shows that there are solutions with the potential to meet
all these recommendations, but at the moment no solution addresses all requirements in an
out-of-the-box capacity, which allows for further research in this field.
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AC Air Conditioning
AES Advanced Encryption Standard
AHB AMBA High-performance Bus
AMBA ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture
APB AMBA Advanced Peripheral Bus
API Application Programming Interface
AXI AMBA Advanced eXtensible Interface
CCTV Closed-circuit Television
CLI Command Line Interface
CMAC Cipher-based Message Authentication Code
CPU Central Processing Unit
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
DMA Direct Memory Access
ECC Elliptic-curve cryptography
FW Firmware
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
HMAC keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code
HW Hardware
HWRoT, RoT (Hardware) Root of Trust
I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit communication bus
IC Integrated Circuit
IoT Internet of Things
IP Intellectual Property
JCOPOS Java Card OpenPlatform Operating System
JTAG Joint Test Action Group
M-mode RISC-V Machine Mode
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OS Operating System
REE Rich Execution Environment
RFID Radio-frequency Identification
ROM Read-only Memory
RSA Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (public key cryptosystem)
S-mode RISC-V Supervisor Mode
SGX (Intel) Software Guard Extensions
SHA-1 Secure Hash Algorithm 1
SoC System-on-Chip
SW Software
TCB Trusted Computing Base
TEE Trusted Execution Environment
TLS Transport Layer Security
TPM Trusted Platform Module
U-mode RISC-V User Mode
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